
怎樣建構不同情境的物理課堂

引發興趣、教學及評估



Content:

(1)  Some strategies to motivate students

(2)  Sharing of learning and teaching activity

(3)  Assessment plan



Current trend of assessment 

• Transfer of knowledge to a new context.

• However, students may have little experience in applying knowledge to 
a new context.



Students should be given with chances to 
apply knowledge in new context.



story sharing

Motivating S by



When having dinner with my family member…

waffle

ice cream

metal 
dish plate

Lay
My family member

We could only enjoy the dessert after we finished the main dishes.

Where should the ice cream be put so that it melts slower?

? Because the ice cream 
will melt slower…

on metal plate?on waffle?



interesting photo

Motivating S by



A photo can sometimes be a 
good lead in

What did you notice?

Why is it possible?

What if…?



eye-catching activity

Motivating S by



Gift making…

LED 
light chain

Material needed

Step 01

with Lay style! ̂ _^

It can also be a 
STEAM activity﹗ ^_^

Thick acrylic 
plate

Step 02



A good activity… 

Unpredictable apple…

but also stimulate 
students to think

not only motivate 
students to learn, 



interesting gadget

Motivating S by



Lazy glasses…

Head leans down

Reading book for a long time

Neck strain Lazy glasses

The view through lazy glasses



Other gadgets…

司南 飛機

Make one by yourself if 
not too difficult:



interesting demonstration

teaching S with



Ice cream problem…
& family problem… >_<

on metal plate? on waffle?

copper block
wooden block

ice cube



Super Lay…

electromagnet 

D battery
勁! ̂ _^

Thanks colleagues for sharing! ^_^

hang on ceiling

+

55 kg!

ONE



Super egg…

not broken!

large cloth

勁! ̂ _^

hang on ceiling

egg

Throw egg to cloth 

thick 
cushion



pre-lesson videos

let S learn basic idea with



(4b) Remedial teaching

(1) Pre-lesson video

(2) Pre-lesson WS

(3) Submit Pre-lesson Ex

Notes for lesson

Medium to high level Ex 

(4a)



organized teaching

Linking activity with



The apple trick…

Instead of just 

using the term 

“inertia”, it is more 

important for 

students to 
understand and 

learn to apply.



Fluorescent writing board…
link with teaching of optical fibre & cladding



glass

cladding
glass

air

glass

𝐶 = sin−1
1

1.7

𝐶 = 36.0°

𝐶 = sin−1
𝑛air
𝑛glass

𝐶′ = sin−1
1.2

1.7

𝐶′ = 44.9°

𝐶′ = sin−1
𝑛cladding

𝑛glass

45 45

𝐶 = sin−1
1.5

1.7

𝐶 = 61.9°

𝐶 = sin−1
𝑛dirt
𝑛glass

45

𝐶′ = sin−1
1.2

1.7

𝐶′ = 44.9°

𝐶′ = sin−1
𝑛cladding

𝑛glass

45

dirt dirt

Ordinary

situation

Situation 

with dirt

Light 

trapped

Light 

trapped

Light 

trapped

Light 

leaked



into something unfamiliar
Turning something from familiar



Turning from something familiar into 

something unfamiliar

unfamiliar situation

familiar situation

transfer of knowledge: explanation



十萬個激嬲 family member 的方法

妳會將雪糕
放喺邊？^_^

咁叻既？
邊個教妳？^_^

放窩夫上面囉﹗
>_<

我自己唸到架﹗
>_<

咁點解雪糕放
窩夫上面熔慢啲既？^_^ >_< # # #

然後，
family member 嬲咗我﹗

結論：要叫同學解釋﹗

Interesting learning and 
teaching activities

 S learning the concept
continuous 

assessment﹗



Assessment



Ice cube problem



Egg problem

crumple zone mesh fruit cover bubble wrap

apply to new context

repeated assessment
+



A little step further…
Photo voice: changing the learning role of students

Students pick their experience and apply the physics knowledge. 



A little step further…



Lazy glasses
Assessment with different type of question



Lazy glasses
assessment with different type of question



Lazy glasses
assessment with different type of question



Flying jet suit



Fluorescent boardLightboard  (used for video lecture)

Transfer knowledge to a new context



Lightboard  (used for video lecture)



Summary

• Instead of giving more example to students about 
the application of knowledge, it is more valuable for 
us to create opportunities for students to apply. 

• The power of teaching can be strengthened when 
the assessment is aligned with teaching.



Thank you!

Lay: lhy@pokok.edu.hk

Roy: rsinkaho@gmail.com

mailto:lhy@pokok.edu.hk
mailto:rsinkaho@gmail.com
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